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1.Copado Robotic Testing Advanced Knowledge Test > TRUE or FALSE 
You can add agent capabilities before or after setting and enabling the QConnect package. 
A. True 
B. False 
Answer: A 
 
2.Which concept allows users to create test cases based on action words? 
A. Keyword-driven testing 
B. Verb-driven testing 
C. Action-driving testing 
D. Alphabet-driven testing 
Answer: A 
 
3.Help Mark find the right answer! 
A. The repository that Mark has assigned to the suite is faulty. This is why Copado Robotic Testing can't 
recognise the test case and disallow the use of Q Editor. 
B. The branch or the tag that Mark has referenced while adding the suite is not available in the 
repository. 
C. While linking the locally-networked repository to the suite, Mark had provided some additional 
parameters which restrict the use of QEditor. 
D. Mark added the suite using the custom Git. This suite adding method does not provide the QEditor 
accessibility. 
Answer: B 
 
4.What according to you is the correct definition of Tags? 
A. Tags is the first element in your test structure that explains what your test case is intending to achieve. 
B. Tag is used to create custom keywords in Copado Robotic Testing. 
C. Tags is a syntax used to classify your test cases. 
D. Tags enable you to identify which library you should be implementing for test execution. 
Answer: C 
 
5.Which phrase BEST fits this definition?: It is a unique security token that is generated to verify the 
authority of accessing QConnect and Copado Robotic Testing. 
A. Scripting syntax 
B. Combinatorial access key 
C. Authorization string 
D. API key 
Answer: C 
 
 


